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Abstract—We consider a multi agent optimization problem
where a network of agents collectively solves a global optimiza-
tion problem with the objective function given by the sum of
locally known convex functions. We propose a fully distributed
broadcast-based Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers
(ADMM), in which each agent broadcasts the outcome of his local
processing to all his neighbors. We show that both the objective
function values and the feasibility violation converge with rate
O( 1

T
), where T is the number of iterations. This improves upon

the O( log T√
T
) convergence rate of subgradient-based methods. We

also characterize the effect of network structure and the choice
of communication matrix on the convergence speed. Because of
its broadcast nature, the storage requirements of our algorithm
are much more modest compared to distributed algorithms that
use edge-based pairwise communication between agents.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Contributions

Many of today’s data processing takes place over large-
scale networks in which information is gathered and pro-
cessed locally. A prominent example is a machine learning
application where a network of agents aims to estimate a
model (or a parameter) to optimize a global loss function
using decentralized computations based on locally collected
data. This has motivated a recent burgeoning literature on
designing decentralized optimization algorithms for efficient
processing of this local information. Many of these problems
are formulated as a global optimization problem where the
objective function is the sum of local objective functions
of agents that are connected through a network [26], [39],
[38], [27], [25], [19], [18]. Many of the distributed algorithms
studied in the literature consider each agent performing a
local optimization according to subgradient-based methods
and then communicating the outcome of his processing with
other agents through edge-based pairwise exchanges.

In this paper, we consider a multi-agent optimization prob-
lem where a network of agents collectively minimizes the sum
of locally known convex functions fi(x) using information
exchange over the network.1 The contribution of this work
is threefold. We first reformulate the multiagent optimization
problem as a constrained optimization problem. We denote
the variable of node i by xi. The requirement that all xi’s
are equal is imposed by introducing a constraint per node that
ensures each xi is equal to a weighted average of the variables
of the neighbors xj . These weights define the communication
matrix, where each row corresponds to a node and the non-zero

1Throughout the paper, we use the terms node and agent interchangeably.

entries in that row contain the (negative) weights given to the
neighbors of that node (diagonal entries is given by the sum of
the weights, hence the row sum of the communication matrix
is equal to zero). The communication matrix is a generalized
Laplacian matrix (Laplacian of a weighted graph [1]) of the
underlying graph, and provides flexibility in choosing the
weights over a given network to improve the performance of
the algorithm. Our algorithm do not require any centralized
processing to obtain the communication matrix. In fact, agents
can implement the algorithm only with knowing their own
degree. We then separate each node constraint, that is specified
in terms of a linear equality between variables of the neighbors
of that node, into multiple constraints that contain only one
of the neighbor variables. This allows each node variable
to be updated simultaneously without the need for an order
among these variables in each iteration of ADMM iteration
(see [3], [39], [11], [42]). We provide a reduction that enables
implementation of the algorithm by broadcasting node-based
dual variables, instead of maintaining and updating edge-based
primal and dual variables. This lead to an algorithm with much
more modest storage requirements compared to othe existing
ADMM-based distributed algorithms (see [34]). Second, we
show that the difference between objective function values
of the iterates and the optimal objective values as well as
the norm of the feasibility violation of the iterates converge
with rate O( 1

T ), where T is the number of iterations. Third,
we characterize the dependence of the underlying network
structure and choice of communication matrix on the per-
formance (speed of convergence) of our proposed algorithm.
In particular, we provide bounds on the objective function
value improvement and feasibility violation as a function of
the number of edges, maximum degree in the network and
the singular values of the communication matrix. We also
provide numerical results illustrating the effect of network
structure as well as the choice of communication matrix on
the performance of the algorithm.

B. Related Works

Our paper is related to a large recent literature on dis-
tributed methods for solving multi agent optimization prob-
lem over networks. Much of this literature builds on the
seminal works [36], [37], which proposed gradient methods
that can parallelize computation across multiple processors.
A number of recent papers considered the multi agent opti-
mization problem and proposed subgradient type distributed
methods that use consensus or averaging mechanisms for



aggregating information among the agents over the networks
(see [25], [27], [19], [19], [30], [17], [35], [20], [24], [43],
[7], [9]). These papers are related to the vast literature on
the consensus problem, where agents have a more specific
goal of aligning their estimates (see [14], [28], [40], [29]).
For convex local objective functions, these methods achieve
O( log T√

T
) convergence rate, where T is the number of iter-

ations. The recent paper [41] adopted stronger assumptions
on the local objective functions, i.e., they are convex with
Lipschitz continuous gradients, and show that that a distributed
gradient method with averaging converges at rate O( 1

T ) to an
error neighborhood (with the further assumption of strongly
convex local objective functions, linear rate is achieved to an
error neighborhood). Another contribution [15] assumed local
objective functions have continuous and bounded gradients and
used Nesterov’s acceleration to design a distributed algorithm
with rate O( log T

T ). The recent paper [32], proposes a gradient-
based distributed algorithm for convex objective function with
Lipschitz continuous gradients and show its convergence with
rate O( 1

T ).
There is another recent strand of literature that uses ADMM-

based algorithms for multi agent optimization (see [6] and
[10]). Several papers have demonstrated computationally the
remarkable potential of ADMM for handling distributed opti-
mization problems for decentralized estimation and compres-
sive sensing applications (see [31], [22], [21], [16], [23]).
For the case when the objective function is the sum of two
convex functions, the convergence rate of ADMM was shown
to be O( 1

T ) in [12]. Recent papers [13], [8] established
global linear convergence rate under stronger assumption (i.e.,
strongly convex functions or error bound conditions). The
paper [33] considered using ADMM for distributed multiagent
optimization with strongly convex objective functions. Our
paper is most related to [38], [34] which studied synchronous
and asynchronous ADMM algorithms for multiagent optimiza-
tion and showed O( 1

T ) convergence rate. These algorithms
maintain edge-based primal and dual variables and involve
pairwise communication. In contrast, in this paper, we propose
a node-based formulation which leads to a broadcast based
implementation and eliminates the significant increase in the
number of variables because of an edge-based formulation.

C. Outline
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section II,

we give the problem formulation and the reformulation used
to develop a distributed algorithm. In Section III, we propose a
distributed broadcast-based ADMM algorithm. In Section IV,
we consider the sequence of ergodic (time) averages of the
estimates generated by this algorithm. We show that both the
difference of the objective function values from the optimal
value and the feasibility violation at the ergodic average
sequence converge to 0 at rate O( 1

T ). In Section V, we show
that the performance of our algorithm depends on the network
structure through the singular values of the communication
matrix. We also discuss the choice of communication matrix.
In Section VI, we report the performance of our algorithm for
networks with different structures and different communica-
tion matrices to illustrate the dependence of convergence rate

on both network structure and the choice of communication
matrix. Section VII contains our concluding remarks.

D. Basic Notations

A vector x is viewed as a column vector. For a matrix A,
we write [A]i to denote the ith column of matrix A, [A]i to
denote the ith row of matrix A, and Aij to denote the entry
at ith row and jth column. For a vector x, xi denotes the
ith component of the vector. We use x′ and A′ to denote the
transpose of a vector x and a matrix A, respectively. We use
standard Euclidean norm for a vector x in Rn, i.e., we have
that ||x|| =

√∑n
i=1 x

2
i . For a set S, |S| denotes the number

of elements of S.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a connected undirected network represented by
the graph G = (V,E) where V = {1, . . . , n} is the set of
agents and E is the set of edges. For any i, let N(i) denote
the set of neighbors of agent i including agent i itself, i.e.,
N(i) = {j | (i, j) ∈ E} ∪ {i} and let di denote the degree of
agent i, i.e., |N(i)| = di + 1.

The goal of the agents is to collectively solve the following
optimization problem

min
x∈R

n∑
i=1

fi(x), (1)

where fi : R → R is a convex function. We assume that
information is distributed across agents, i.e., the function fi is
only known to agent i. We therefore refer to fi as the local
objective function of agent i.2

We introduce a variable xi for each i and write the objective
function of problem (1) as

∑n
i=1 fi(xi), so that the objective

function is decoupled across the agents. The constraint that all
the xi’s are equal can be imposed using the following matrix.

Definition 1. Let A be a matrix whose entries satisfy the
following: for any i = 1, . . . , n, Aij = 0 for j /∈ N(i), Aij <
0 for j ∈ N(i) \ {i}, and Aii = −

∑
j∈N(i)\{i}Aij . We refer

to A as the communication matrix. Note that sum of each row
of A is zero.

Matrix A is the Laplacian matrix of an undirected possibly
weighted graph and generalizes the standard Laplacian matrix
of a graph as described in the following example (see e.g. [1]
for details on the generalized Laplacian matrix).

For example, if we let the entries of the communication
matrix A be Aii = di and Aij = −1 for any i = 1, . . . , n and
j ∈ N(i) \ {i}. With this choice of weights, the A matrix
becomes the standard Laplacian matrix of the underlying
graph.

Let x ∈ Rn shows a vector whose ith element is xi. In the
following lemma, we show that the constraint Ax = 0 for any
communication matrix ensures that xi = x for some x ∈ R
and for any i = 1, . . . , n.

2In this paper, we assume x ∈ R. All the results can be extended to the
case where x ∈ Rm for some m.
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Lemma 1. For any x ∈ Rn, if Ax = 0, then all xi’s are
equal.

Proof: Let xi0 be the largest number among x1, . . . , xn.
From Ax = 0, we have that

xi0 =
1∑

j∈N(i0)\{i0}Ai0j

∑
j∈N(i0)\{i0}

Ai0jxj .

This shows that

xi0 =
1∑

j∈N(i0)\{i0}Ai0j

∑
j∈N(i0)\{i0}

Ai0jxj

≥ 1∑
j∈N(i0)\{i0}Ai0j

∑
j∈N(i0)\{i0}

Ai0jxi0 = xi0 ,

and the equality holds if and only if for all j ∈ N(i0), we
have xj = xi0 . Since the graph is connected, repeating the
same argument shows that xi = xi0 for all i ∈ V .

Using Lemma 1, we can reformulate optimization problem
(1) as

min
x∈Rn

n∑
i=1

fi(xi) (2)

s.t. Ax = 0.

Assumption 1. The optimal solution set of problem (2) is
non-empty.

Note 1. Since the function
∑n
i=1 fi(xi) is convex and the

constraints are linear, under Assumption 1, the dual problem
of (2) has an optimal solution and there is no duality gap
(see section 6 of [2]). Note that a primal-dual optimal so-
lution (x∗,p∗) is a saddle point of the Lagrangian function
L(x,p) =

∑n
i=1 fi(xi) + p′(Ax), i. e.,

L(x∗,p) ≤ L(x∗,p∗) ≤ L(x,p∗), (3)

for all x ∈ Rn and p ∈ Rn.

III. BROADCAST-BASED DISTRIBUTED ADMM

In this section, we propose a broadcast-based implementa-
tion of ADMM algorithm to solve problem (2). We first use
a reformulation technique used in [3] (see section 3.4 of [3]),
which allows us to separate each constraint associated with a
node into multiple constraints that involve only the variable
corresponding to one of its neighboring nodes. We expand the
constraint Ax = 0 so that for each node i, we have∑

j∈N(i)

Aijxj = 0.

We let Aijxj = zij to obtain the following reformulation:

min
xi, zij

n∑
i=1

fi(xi) (4)

s.t. Aijxj = zij , for i = 1, . . . , n, j ∈ N(i), (5)∑
j∈N(i)

zij = 0, for i = 1, . . . , n.

λij λkj

Aijxj = zij Akjxj = zkj

i j k

Fig. 1: Constraints variable xj appears in with the correspond-
ing Lagrange multipliers.

For each equality constraint in (5), we let λij be the corre-
sponding Lagrange multiplier and form the augmented La-
grangian function by adding a quadratic penalty for feasibility
violation to the Lagrangian function as

Lc(x, {zij}, {λij}) =

n∑
i=1

fi(xi) +

n∑
i=1

∑
j∈N(i)

λij(Aijxj − zij)

+
c

2

n∑
i=1

∑
j∈N(i)

(Aijxj − zij)2.

Note that for each j, variable xj appears in constraints
associated with his neighboring nodes (see Figure 1 for an
illustration together with the associated Lagrange multipliers).

We now use ADMM algorithm to solve (4). ADMM algo-
rithm generates primal-dual sequences {xj(t)}, {zij(t)}, and
{λij(t)} which at iteration t+ 1 are updated as follows:

1) For any j = 1, . . . , n, we update xj as

xj(t+ 1) ∈ argminxj∈Rfj(xj) +
∑

i∈N(j)

λij(t)Aijxj +
c

2
(Aijxj − zij(t))2

 .
(6)

2) For any i = 1, . . . , n, we update the vector zi =
[zij ]j∈N(i) as

zi(t+ 1) ∈ argminzi∈Zi ∑
j∈N(i)

(
−λij(t)zij +

c

2
(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij)2

) ,
(7)

where Zi = {zi |
∑
j∈N(i) zij = 0}.

3) For i = 1, . . . , n and j ∈ N(i) we update λij as

λij(t+ 1) = λij(t) + c(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))
(8)

Note that the quadratic optimization (7) in step 2 can be
solved in closed form as

zij(t+ 1) = Aijxj(t+ 1) +
λij(t)− pi(t+ 1)

c
, (9)

for i = 1, . . . , n and j ∈ N(i), where pi(t+1) is the Lagrange
multiplier associated with the constraint

∑
j∈N(i) zij(t+1) =

3



0. Taking the summation of (9) for all j ∈ N(i), we obtain∑
j∈N(i)

zij(t+ 1) = 0 =
∑

j∈N(i)

Aijxj(t+ 1)

+
1

c

 ∑
j∈N(i)

λij(t)

− 1

c
(di + 1)pi(t+ 1),

which results in

pi(t+ 1) =
1

di + 1

∑
j∈N(i)

λij(t)

+
c

di + 1

∑
j∈N(i)

Aijxj(t+ 1). (10)

Comparing (9) and (8), we obtain λij(t + 1) = pi(t + 1) for
all i = 1, . . . , n and j ∈ N(i). Substituting this equation into
(10), we obtain

pi(t+ 1) = pi(t) +
c

di + 1

∑
j∈N(i)

Aijxj(t+ 1)

= pi(t) +
c

di + 1

(
[A]i

)′
x(t+ 1), (11)

for i = 1, . . . , n. Substituting (11) and λij(t) = pi(t) into (9),
we obtain zij(t+ 1) = Aijxj(t+ 1)− 1

di+1

(
[A]i

)′
x(t+ 1).

Writing this equation for t, we have

zij(t) = Aijxj(t)−
1

di + 1

(
[A]i

)′
x(t). (12)

Substituting this equation and λij(t) = pi(t) into (6), we
obtain

xj(t+ 1) ∈ argminxj∈Rfj(xj) +
∑

i∈N(j)

[pi(t)Aijxj

+
c

2
(Aij(xj − xj(t)) + yi(t))

2], (13)

where yi(t) = 1
di+1

(
[A]i

)′
x(t). Note that by this definition

of yi(t), (12) becomes

zij(t) = Aijxj(t)− yi(t). (14)

This reduction shows that the algorithm need not maintain
primal and dual variables zij(t) and λij(t) for each i and its
neighbors j, but instead can operate with the lower dimen-
sional node-based dual variable pi(t). The dual variable pi(t)
can be updated as in (11) using primal variables xj(t) for all
j ∈ N(i). The primal variable xj(t) can be updated as in
(13) using pi(t) and yi(t) for i ∈ N(j), where yi(t) is node
i’s estimate of the primal variable (obtained as the average
of primal variables of his own neighbors). The steps of the
algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 1.

This algorithm can be implemented in a distributed way
using the following information structure and communication
pattern. Each node i maintains local variables xi(t), yi(t), and
pi(t) and updates these variables using communication with
its neighbors as follows:
• At the end of iteration t, each node i sends out pi(t)

and yi(t) to all of its neighbors and then each node such

Algorithm 1 Broadcast-Based Distributed ADMM

• Initialization: xi(0), yi(0), and pi(0), for any i ∈ V and
A.

• Algorithm:
1) for i = 1, . . . , n, let

xi(t+ 1) ∈ argminxi∈Rfi(xi) +
∑

j∈N(i)

pj(t)Ajixi

+
c

2
(yj(t) +Aji(xi − xi(t))2.

2) for i = 1, . . . , n, let

yi(t+ 1) =
1

di + 1

∑
j∈N(i)

Aijxj(t+ 1).

3) for i = 1, . . . , n, let pi(t+ 1) = pi(t) + cyi(t+ 1).

• Output: {xi(t)}∞t=0 for any i ∈ V .

as j uses yi(t) and pi(t) of all i ∈ N(j) to solve the
optimization problem

xj(t+ 1) ∈ argminxj∈Rfj(xj) +
∑

i∈N(j)

pi(t)Aijxj

+
c

2

∑
i∈N(j)

(yi(t) +Aij(xj − xj(t))2,

in order to find xj(t+ 1).
• Each node j sends out xj(t + 1) to all of its neighbors

and then each node such as i computes

yi(t+ 1) =
1

di + 1

∑
j∈N(i)

Aijxj(t+ 1).

• Each node i computes

pi(t+ 1) = pi(t) + cyi(t+ 1).

We next contrast the communication requirements of this
algorithm with those of the edge-based distributed ADMM
algorithm of [34]. Following the previous description, each
node broadcasts 3 different variables (i.e., performs 3 com-
munications) per iteration to its neighbors and the algorithm
therefore requires 3n communications per iteration, whereas
[34] requires n communications. However, the storage require-
ment of our algorithm is 3n for all nodes as node i requires
to keep xi(i), yi(t) and pi(t), whereas [34] requires to store∑n
i=1(di + 1) = n + 2|E| many variables. Therefore, we

significantly gain in terms of the storage requirement (we gain
a factor of n when |E| = Θ(n2)) and lose a factor of 3 in
terms of the communication requirement, using a broadcast-
based algorithm for solving problem (1).3

3Note that the broadcast-based ADMM can be implemented in a distributed
fashion in terms of the original variables λij(t) and zij(t) as follows: each
node j maintains the primal variable xj(t) as well as the variables λij(t)
and zij(t) for each of its neighboring nodes (see Figure 1). Each j updates
xj(t) using his local variables λij(t) and zij(t) (see (6)). Node j can then
update zij(t) using primal variables xi(t) received from his neighbors (see
(12)) and λij(t) using his local variables xj(t + 1) and zij(t + 1) (see
(8)). It can be seen that this implementation has the same communication and
storage requirements as the edge-based ADMM algorithm of [34]. Hence the
reduction in primal and dual variables λij(t) and zij(t) in the implementation
of the broadcast ADMM is key in realizing the storage gain.
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IV. CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF BROADCAST-BASED
DISTRIBUTED ADMM

A. Convergence Analysis: Preliminary Results

In this section, we study the convergence rate of our
algorithm and show that the maximum degree, the number
of edges, and the singular values of the normalized commu-
nication matrix defined over the underlying graph impact the
algorithm performance.

First, we show a lemma which we will use to provide
a bound on the improvement of Lagrangian function (see
Corollary 1).

Lemma 2. Let xi = x∗ be an optimal solution of problem (4)
and z∗ij = Aijx

∗ for all i = 1, . . . , n and j ∈ N(i). For any
j = 1, . . . , n and p ∈ Rn, we have

fj(xj(t+ 1))− fj(x∗) +
∑

i∈N(j)

pi(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

+
∑

i∈N(j)

1

2c
[(pi(t+ 1)− pi)2 − (pi(t)− pi)2]

+
∑

i∈N(j)

c

2
[(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij)2 − (zij(t)− z∗ij)2]

+
∑

i∈N(j)

pi(t+ 1)(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij) ≤ 0. (15)

Proof: From (6), for each j there exist a subgradient
hj(xj(t+ 1)) in ∂fj(xj(t+ 1)) such that

hj(xj(t+ 1))

+
∑

i∈N(j)

[λij(t)Aij + cAij(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t))] = 0.

Therefore, we have that

(xj − xj(t+ 1))hj(xj(t+ 1) + (xj − xj(t+ 1))∑
i∈N(j)

[λij(t)Aij + cAij (Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t))] = 0,

for any xj ∈ R. By definition of subgradient, for any xj ∈ R,
we have

fj(xj)− fj(xj(t+ 1)) ≥ (xj − xj(t+ 1))hj(xj(t+ 1)).

The above two relations yield

fj(xj(t+ 1)) + (xj(t+ 1)− xj)∑
i∈N(j)

[λij(t)Aij + cAij (Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t))] ≤ fj(xj),

for any xj ∈ R. By letting xj = x∗ and using (8), we obtain

fj(xj(t+ 1))− fj(x∗) ≤∑
i∈N(j)

(Aij(xj(t+ 1)− x∗)) (λij(t+ 1) + c(zij(t+ 1)− zij(t)) .

(16)

Using (9), we have that

−(λij(t) + c(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1) + pi(t+ 1))) = 0.

Multiplying by (zij(t + 1) − z∗ij) and taking the summation
over all i ∈ N(j), we have∑

i∈N(j)

−(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij)

(λij(t) + c(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1)− pi(t+ 1))) ≤ 0.

Using (8), we obtain∑
i∈N(j)

(−λij(t+ 1) + pi(t+ 1))) (zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij) ≤ 0.

(17)

Taking the summation of (16) and (17), we have

fj(xj(t+ 1)) +
∑

i∈N(j)

λij(t+ 1)(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

+
∑

i∈N(j)

c(zij(t+ 1)− zij(t))(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij)

+
∑

i∈N(j)

c(zij(t+ 1)− zij(t))(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

+
∑

i∈N(j)

pi(t+ 1)(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij) ≤ fj(x∗).

We add and subtract the term∑
i∈N(j)

pi(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

for some arbitrary p ∈ Rn and substitute λij(t+1) = pi(t+1)
to obtain

fj(xj(t+ 1))− fj(x∗) +
∑

i∈N(j)

pi(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

+
∑

i∈N(j)

(pi(t+ 1)− pi)(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

+
∑

i∈N(j)

c(zij(t+ 1)− zij(t))(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij)

+
∑

i∈N(j)

c(zij(t+ 1)− zij(t))(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

+
∑

i∈N(j)

pi(t+ 1)(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij) ≤ 0. (18)

The second line of (18) can be written as∑
i∈N(j)

(pi(t+ 1)− pi)(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

=
∑

i∈N(j)

1

2c
[(pi(t+ 1)− pi)2

− (pi(t)− pi)2 + (Aijxj(t+ 1)− zi(t+ 1))2]. (19)

The third line of (18) can be written as∑
i∈N(j)

c(zij(t+ 1)− zij(t))(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij)

=
∑

i∈N(j)

c

2
[(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij)2

− (zij(t)− z∗ij)2 + (zij(t+ 1)− zij(t))2]. (20)
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The fourth line of (18) can be written as

∑
i∈N(j)

c(zij(t+ 1)− zij(t))(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

=
∑

i∈N(j)

c

2
[(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t))2

− (Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))2 − (zij(t+ 1)− zij(t))2].
(21)

Substituting (19), (20), and (21) in (18) and ignoring the
positive term

∑
i∈N(j)

c
2 (Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t))2, we obtain

fj(xj(t+ 1))− fj(x∗) +
∑

i∈N(j)

pi(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

+
∑

i∈N(j)

1

2c
[(pi(t+ 1)− pi)2 − (pi(t)− pi)2]

+
∑

i∈N(j)

c

2
[(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij)2 − (zij(t)− z∗ij)2]

+
∑

i∈N(j)

pi(t+ 1)(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij) ≤ 0. (22)

Let x(t) = (x1(t), . . . , xn(t)), x∗ = (x∗, . . . , x∗) ∈ Rn,
and

F (x) =

n∑
j=1

fj(xj).

In the following corollary, we will provide a bound on the
difference of Lagrange function at primal x(t + 1) and at
the optimum x∗ for an arbitrary dual vector p, i.e., L(x(t +
1),p) − L(x∗,p). Note that since Ax∗ = 0, we have that
L(x∗,p) = F (x∗).

Corollary 1. Let xi = x∗ be an optimal solution of problem
(4) and z∗ij = Aijx

∗ for all i = 1, . . . , n and j ∈ N(i). For
any p ∈ Rn, we have

F (x(t+ 1))− F (x∗) + p′Ax(t+ 1)

+

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)
1

2c
[(pi(t+ 1)− pi)2 − (pi(t)− pi)2]

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c

2
[(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij)2 − (zij(t)− z∗ij)2] ≤ 0.

(23)

Proof: Using Lemma 2 and taking the summation of (15),

we obtain

F (x(t+ 1))− F (x∗)

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

pi(Aijxj(t+ 1)− zij(t+ 1))

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

1

2c
[(pi(t+ 1)− pi)2 − (pi(t)− pi)2]

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c

2
[(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij)2 − (zij(t)− z∗ij)2]

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

pi(t+ 1)(zij(t+ 1)− z∗ij) ≤ 0. (24)

We have that
n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

piAijxj(t+ 1) = p′Ax(t+ 1).

We can also write
n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

pi(t+ 1)zij(t+ 1)

=

n∑
i=1

pi(t+ 1)

 ∑
j∈N(i)

zij(t+ 1)

 = 0,

where we used the constraint
∑
j∈N(i) zij(t+ 1) = 0, for any

i = 1, . . . , n. Similarly, we have that
∑n
j=1

∑
i∈N(j) pizij(t+

1) = 0 and
∑n
j=1

∑
i∈N(j) piz

∗
ij = 0. Using the previous four

relations in (24) completes the proof.
We consider the performance of the algorithm at the ergodic

vector defined as

x̂(T ) = (x̂1(T ), . . . , x̂n(T )),

where

x̂i(T ) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

xi(t),

for any i = 1, . . . , n. Note that each agent i can construct
this vector by simple recursive time-averaging of its estimate
xi(t).

Lemma 3. Let xi = x∗ be an optimal solution of problem (4)
and z∗ij = Aijx

∗ for all i = 1, . . . , n and j ∈ N(i). For any
T and p ∈ Rn, we have that

F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗) + p′Ax̂(T )

≤
n∑
i=1

(di + 1)
1

2cT
(pi(0)− pi)2

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c

2T
(zij(0)− z∗ij)2.

Proof: Using Corollary 1 and taking the summation of
the telescopic equation given in (23) for t = 0 to T and then
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dividing by T + 1, we obtain

n∑
i=1

(
1

T + 1

T∑
t=0

fi(xi(t+ 1))

)
−

n∑
i=1

fi(x
∗)

+
1

T + 1

T+1∑
t=0

p′Ax(t+ 1)

+

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)
1

2c(T + 1)
[(pi(T + 1)− pi)2 − (pi(0)− pi)2]

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c

2(T + 1)
[(zij(T + 1)− z∗ij)2 − (zij(0)− z∗ij)2]

≤ 0.

Next, we use the convexity of the functions fi’s for i =
1, . . . , n to further lower bound the left-hand side of the
previous equation by

fi(x̂i(T + 1)) ≤ 1

T + 1

T∑
t=0

fi(xi(t+ 1)).

We obtain
n∑
i=1

fi(x̂i(T + 1))−
n∑
i=1

fi(x
∗) + p′Ax̂(T + 1) (25)

+

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)
1

2c(T + 1)
[(pi(T + 1)− pi)2 − (pi(0)− pi)2]

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c

2(T + 1)
[(zij(T + 1)− z∗ij)2 − (zij(0)− z∗ij)2]

≤ 0, (26)

where we used the linearity of p′Ax(t + 1) to write
1

T+1

∑T
t=0 p

′Ax(t + 1) = p′Ax̂(T + 1). Rewriting (25) and
ignoring the positive terms

∑n
i=1(di+1) 1

2c(T+1) [(pi(T +1)−
pi)

2] and
∑n
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c
2(T+1) [(zij(T+1)−z∗ij)2], we yield

F (x̂(T + 1))− F (x∗) + p′Ax̂(T + 1)

≤
n∑
i=1

(di + 1)
1

2c(T + 1)
(pi(0)− pi)2

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c

2(T + 1)
(zij(0)− z∗ij)2.

Writing this equation for T completes the proof.

B. Convergence Analysis: Optimality Convergence

In the next theorem, we show that the difference of the
objective function values at the ergodic vector from the optimal
value converges to 0 with rate O( 1

T ).4

Theorem 1. Let (x∗,p∗) be a primal-dual optimal solution
of (2). Let {x̂(T )} be the ergodic sequence generated by the

4We say that f(T ) = O(g(T )) if there exist a constant C and T0 such
that f(T ) ≤ Cg(T ) for all T ≥ T0.

broadcast-based distributed ADMM algorithm. Then,

|F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗)| (27)

≤ c

2T

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

((Aijxj(0)− yi(0))−Aijx∗)2

+
1

2cT
max{

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)(pi(0)− 2p∗i )
2,

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)pi(0)2},

(28)

where xi(0), pi(0), and yi(0) for i = 1, . . . , n are the initial
values of Algorithm 1.

Proof: Using Lemma 3 with p = 0, we obtain

F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗) ≤
n∑
i=1

(di + 1)
1

2cT
pi(0)2

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c

2T
(zij(0)− z∗ij)2. (29)

Since (x∗,p∗) is a primal-dual optimal solution, using Note
1 and (3), we have that

F (x∗) ≤ F (x̂(T )) + p∗′Ax̂(T ), (30)

which implies

F (x∗)− F (x̂(T )) ≤ p∗′Ax̂(T ). (31)

Next, we will bound the term p∗′Ax̂(T ). We add the term
p∗′Ax̂(T ) to both sides of (30) to obtain

p∗′Ax̂(T ) ≤ F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗) + 2p∗′Ax̂(T ). (32)

Again, using Lemma 3 to bound the right-hand side of (32),
we obtain

p∗′Ax̂(T ) ≤
n∑
i=1

(di + 1)
1

2cT
[(pi(0)− 2p∗i )

2]

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c

2T
(zij(0)− z∗ij)2. (33)

Using (33) to bound the right-hand side of (31), we obtain

F (x∗)− F (x̂(T )) ≤
n∑
i=1

(di + 1)
1

2cT
(pi(0)− 2p∗i )

2

+
c

2T

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

(zij(0)− z∗ij)2. (34)

Combining (29) and (34), we obtain

|F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗)| ≤ c

2T

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

(zij(0)− z∗ij)2

+
1

2cT
max{

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)(pi(0)− 2p∗i )
2,

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)pi(0)2}.

Substituting zij(0) = Aijxj(0) − yi(0) (see (14)) and z∗ij =
Aijx

∗ in the previous relation, completes the proof.
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C. Convergence Analysis: Feasibility Convergence

In the next theorem, we will show that the feasibility
violation converges to zero with rate O( 1

T ).

Theorem 2. Let (x∗,p∗) be a primal-dual optimal solution
of (2). Let {x̂(T )} be the ergodic vector generated by the
broadcast-based distributed ADMM algorithm. Then,

||Ax̂(T )|| ≤ 1

cT

n∑
i=1

(di + 1) (pi(0)− p∗i )
2

+
1

cT
(dmax + 1)

+
c

2T

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

((Aijxj(0)− yi(0))−Aijx∗)2 , (35)

Proof: Using Lemma 3 with p = p∗+ Ax̂(T )
||Ax̂(T )|| , we have

F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗) + p∗′Ax̂(T ) + ||Ax̂(T )||

≤
n∑
i=1

(di + 1)
1

2cT

(
pi(0)− p∗i −

(Ax̂(T ))i
||Ax̂(T )||

)2

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c

2T
(zij(0)− z∗ij)2.

Since (x∗,p∗) is a primal-dual optimal solution, using Note
1 and (3), we have that

F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗) + p∗′Ax̂(T ) ≥ 0.

Combining the two previous relations, we obtain

||Ax̂(T )|| ≤
n∑
i=1

(di + 1)
1

2cT

(
pi(0)− p∗i −

(Ax̂(T ))i
||Ax̂(T )||

)2

+

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

c

2T
(zij(0)− z∗ij)2.

Since (a− b)2 ≤ 2a2 + 2b2, for any a, b ∈ R, we have that(
pi(0)− p∗i −

(Ax̂(T ))i
||Ax̂(T )||

)2

≤ 2(pi(0)− p∗i )2 + 2

(
(Ax̂(T ))i
||Ax̂(T )||

)2

.

Using this inequality and
∑n
i=1

(
(Ax̂(T ))i
||Ax̂(T )||

)2
= 1, we can

further bound ||Ax̂(T )|| as

||Ax̂(T )|| ≤ 1

cT

n∑
i=1

(di + 1) (pi(0)− p∗i )
2

+
1

cT
(dmax + 1) +

c

2T

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

(zij(0)− z∗ij)2.

Substituting zij(0) = Aijxj(0) − yi(0) (see (14)) and z∗ij =
Aijx

∗ in the previous relation completes the proof.

V. NETWORK EFFECT AND CHOICE OF COMMUNICATION
MATRIX

A. Network Effect

In this section, we will analyze the effect of network struc-
ture on the convergence rate of the broadcast-based distributed
ADMM algorithm.

Lemma 4. Let x∗ be an optimal solution for problem (2).
There exists an optimal dual solution p̃ for problem (2) that
satisfies

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)p̃2i ≤ (dmax + 1)
L2

σmin
2
,

where L is a bound on the subgradients of the function F at
x∗, i.e., ‖v‖ ≤ L for all v ∈ ∂F (x∗), and σmin is the smallest
non-zero singular value of A. 5

Proof: By Assumption 1 and equation (3), there exists an
optimal primal-dual solution for problem (2) such that (x∗,p∗)
is a saddle point of the Lagrangian function, i.e., for any x ∈
Rn,

n∑
i=1

fi(x
∗)−

n∑
i=1

fi(xi) ≤ p∗′A(x− x∗). (36)

Note that since Ax∗ = 0, the inequality L(x∗,p) ≤ L(x∗,p∗)
holds for any choice of p and p∗ and (x∗,p∗) satisfies saddle
point inequality given in (3) if and only if it satisfies the
inequality given in (36). Equation (36) shows that p∗′A ∈
∂F (x∗). Let p∗′A = v′ ∈ ∂F (x∗). We will use this p∗ to
construct p̃ such that p̃′A = v′ and hence we would have

n∑
i=1

fi(x
∗)−

n∑
i=1

fi(xi) ≤ p̃′A(x− x∗),

meaning (x∗, p̃) satisfies the saddle point inequality given in
(3). This shows that (x∗, p̃) is an optimal primal-dual solution
(see section 6 of [2]). Moreover, we choose p̃ to satisfy the
constraint

∑n
i=1(di + 1)p̃2i ≤ (dmax + 1) L2

σmin2
as desired in the

statement of lemma.
Let A =

∑r
i=1 uiσiv

′
i be the singular value decomposition

of A, where rank(A) = r. Since p∗′A = v′, v belongs to the
span of {v1, . . . ,vr} and can be written as v =

∑r
i=1 civi for

some coefficients ci’s . Let p̃ =
∑r
i=1

ci
σi
ui. By this choice

of p̃ we have p̃′A =
∑r
i=1 civi = v′. This choice also yields

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)p̃2i ≤ (dmax + 1)||p̃||2 = (dmax + 1)

r∑
i=1

c2i
σ2
i

≤ (dmax + 1)

r∑
i=1

c2i
σ2

min
= (dmax + 1)

1

σ2
min

r∑
i=1

c2i

= (dmax + 1)
1

σ2
min
||v||2 ≤ (dmax + 1)

1

σ2
min
L2,

where we used the bound on the subgradient to obtain the
last inequality. Since p̃′A = v′ ∈ ∂F (x∗), (x∗, p̃) satisfies
the saddle point inequality given in (3) and hence p̃ is a dual
optimal solution.

Next, we use Lemma 4 in Theorems 1 and 2 to analyze the
network effect.

5The set of subgradients of F at the point x∗ is called the subdifferential
of F at x∗, and is denoted by ∂F (x∗).
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Theorem 3. Let σmin(A) be the smallest non-zero singular
value of A. Also let the initialization in Algorithm 1 be as
x(0) = 0, p(0) = 0, and y(0) = 0. We have

|F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗)| ≤ c

2T
||A||2F x∗2

+ (dmax + 1)
2

cT

L2

σmin(A)
2 , (37)

and

||Ax̂(T )|| ≤ c

2T
||A||2F x∗2 +

1

cT
(dmax + 1)

+ (dmax + 1)
1

cT

L2

σmin(A)
2 ,

where ||A||F =
∑
i,j A

2
ij denotes Frobeniuos norm of A.

Proof: Let (x∗, p̃) be a primal-dual optimal solution
characterized in Lemma 4. Using Theorem 1 with x(0) = 0,
p(0) = 0, and y(0) = 0, we have that

|F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗)| ≤ c

2T

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

Aij
2x∗2

+
1

2cT

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)4p̃2i .

Using Lemma 4, we obtain

|F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗)| ≤ c

2T
||A||2F x∗2

+ (dmax + 1)
2

cT

L2

σmin(A)
2 .

Using Theorem 2 with x(0) = 0, p(0) = 0, and y(0) = 0,
we have that

||Ax̂(T )|| ≤ 1

cT

n∑
i=1

(di + 1)p̃2i

+
1

cT
(dmax + 1) +

c

2T

n∑
j=1

∑
i∈N(j)

Aij
2x∗2.

Using Lemma 4, we obtain

||Ax̂(T )|| ≤ c

2T
||A||2F x∗2 +

1

cT
(dmax + 1)

+ (dmax + 1)
1

cT

L2

σmin(A)
2 ,

which completes the proof.

B. Choice of Communication Matrix

The performance bounds we presented hold for any com-
munication matrix, i.e., any matrix that satisfies assumption of
Definition 1. We next consider the problem of choosing the
communication matrix that yields the best upper bound on the
algorithm performance. We first analyze performance when we
pick A to be the standard Laplacian of the underlying graph.

Algorithm 2 Broadcast-Based Distributed ADMM: Laplacian
communication matrix
• Initialization: xi(0), yi(0), and pi(0), for any i ∈ V .
• Algorithm:

1) For i = 1, . . . , n, let

xi(t+ 1) ∈ argminxi∈Rfi(xi)

+

 ∑
j∈N(i)\{i}

−pj(t)xi +
c

2
(yj(t)− (xi − xi(t))2


+ dipi(t)xi +

c

2
(yi(t) + di(xi − xi(t))2

2) For i = 1, . . . , n, let

yi(t+ 1)

=
1

di + 1

dixi(t+ 1) +
∑

j∈N(i)\{i}

−xj(t+ 1)

 .

3) For i = 1, . . . , n, let pi(t+ 1) = pi(t) + cyi(t+ 1).

• Output: {xi(t)}∞t=0 for any i ∈ V .

1) Standard Laplacian Communication Matrix: Let
Aij = −1 and Aii = di for all i = 1, . . . , n and j ∈ N(i)\{i}.
This would lead to choosing Laplacian of the underlying graph
as the communication matrix. By this choice of communica-
tion matrix, each node only requires to know its degree in
order to implement the algorithm, as described in Algorithm
2.

Since the communication matrix A is the Laplacian of the
underlying graph, σmin(A)

2 is the algebraic connectivity of
graph denoted by a(G). Moreover, we have that

||A||2F =

n∑
i=1

∑
j∈N(i)

A2
ij =

n∑
i=1

di(di + 1).

Using the previous two relations in Theorem 3, we obtain

|F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗)| ≤ c

2T
x∗2

n∑
i=1

di(di + 1)

+ (dmax + 1)
2

cT

L2

a(G)
,

and

||Ax̂(T )|| ≤ c

2T
x∗2

n∑
i=1

di(di + 1) +
1

cT
(dmax + 1)

+ (dmax + 1)
1

cT

L2

a(G)
.

Thus our bounds show how degrees of nodes and algebraic
connectivity of the graph impact the algorithm performance.

2) Optimal Choice of Communication Matrix: We can
choose matrix A to minimize the upper bounds on the op-
timality and feasibility violations. Both the feasibility and
optimality violation bounds have the following term that
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depends on the choice of matrix A:

c

2T
x∗2||A||2F + (dmax + 1)

1

cT

L2

σmin(A)
2 . (38)

Here, we focus on the class of symmetric generalized Lapla-
cian matrices in the form of A = I − P for some symmetric
stochastic matrix P .6 This yields the following bound on the
first term of (38) as follows

c

2T
x∗2||A||2F =

c

2T
x∗2||(I − P )||2F ≤

c

2T
x∗22n.

Now we will find the best choice of A (or P ) that minimizes
the second term of (38). Note that since A is symmetric,
σmin(A)

2
= λmin(A), where λmin(A) denotes the smallest non-

zero eigenvalue of A. Moreover, λ is an eigenvalue of A if
and only if µ = 1 − λ is an eigenvalue of P . Therefore, the
problem of finding A that maximizes σmin(A)

2 is the same
as the problem of finding P that minimizes µ2(P ) (second
largest eigenvalue of P ). This problem can be formulated as

min µ2(P )

s.t. P1 = 0, P = P ′

Pij = 0, (i, j) /∈ E
P ≥ 0. (39)

It is shown in [4] that (39) is a convex optimization prob-
lem. Let µ∗ be the optimal solution of (39). It follows that
σmin(A)2 = 1 − µ∗. We let the initialization in Algorithm 1
be p(0) = 0, xi(0), and yi(0) = 0 for any i. Using Theorem
3, we obtain

|F (x̂(T ))− F (x∗)| ≤ c

2T
x∗22n+

1

cT
(dmax + 1)

+ (dmax + 1)
1

cT

L2

1− µ∗
,

and

||Ax̂(T )|| ≤ c

2T
x∗22n+

1

cT
(dmax + 1)

+ (dmax + 1)
1

cT

L2

1− µ∗
.

Note 2. Since (39) is a convex optimization, it can be
solved efficiently to obtain the communication matrix with
maximum σmin(A)2. Also note that solving (39) can be done
offline through a distributed algorithm that uses pairwise
communication according to gossip algorithm [5]. This could
be done before our algorithm is implemented.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we show some simulations of the broadcast-
based ADMM algorithm to demonstrate the performance of
the algorithm and highlight the dependence on the network
structure. We consider minimizing the function F (x) =
1
2

∑n
i=1(x − ai)

2 where ai is a scalar that is known only
to node i. This problem appears in distributed estimation
where the goal is to estimate the parameter x∗, using local

6If A is communication matrix with |Aij | ≤ 1 for all i, j, then A can be
written as A = I − P , where P is a stochastic matrix. Since sum of each
row of A is zero, sum of each row of P is one and Pij ≥ 0 for all i and j.

1 2 3 4 5
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2 3
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5

Fig. 2: Path and Star Networks used to illustrate the effect of
network structure.
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Fig. 3: Effect of network topology on optimality convergence:
Star network with a(G) = 1 and path network with a(G) =
0.38 (F (x∗) = 5).

measurements ai = x∗ + Ni at each node i = 1, . . . , n.
Here Ni represents measurements noise, which we assume
to be jointly Gaussian with mean zero and variance one. The
maximum likelihood estimate is the minimizer x∗ of F (x).

A. Effect of Network Topology

We consider a path network consisting of five nodes and a
star network consisting of five nodes shown in Figure 2. We
assume ai = i for i = 1, . . . , 5 and apply broadcast-based
ADMM on these networks. For this example we have that
F (x∗) = 5 and x∗ = 3. We initialize the algorithms with
xi(0) = yi(0) = pi(0) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , 5. We also take
the communication matrix to be Laplacian of the graph. The
performance of the algorithm on two graphs are shown in
Figures 3 and 4. Note that the algebraic connectivity of star
graph and path graph are 1 and .38, respectively. Therefore,
the performance bounds that we derived suggest the algorithm
converges faster on the star graph. This is also illustrated by
the simulation results in Figures 3 and 4. In Figure 3, in order
to reach ±.2 error, we need 40 iterations on the star graph
and 50 iterations on the path graph. In Figure 4, in order to
reach ±.1 error, we need 10 iterations on the star graph and
40 iterations on the path graph

B. Effect of Communication Matrix

In Figure 6, we plot the performance of our algorithm over
a sample network shown in Figure 5 with Laplacian matrix
and optimal matrix A∗ found by solving (39) as follows:
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Fig. 4: Effect of network topology on feasibility convergence:
Star network with a(G) = 1 and path network with a(G) =
0.38.
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Fig. 5: Network used to illustrate the effect of communication
matrix.

Laplacian matrix =


2 −1 0 −1 0

−1 3 −1 0 −1

0 −1 3 −1 −1

−1 0 −1 2 0

0 −1 −1 0 2



A∗ =


0.68 −0.29 0 −0.39 0

−0.29 0.81 −0.21 0 −0.31

0 −0.21 0.81 −0.29 −0.31

−0.39 0 −0.29 0.68 0

0 −0.31 −0.31 0 0.62

 .

Note that we found A∗ by solving convex problem (39) with
the optimal solution P ∗, and letting A∗ = I − P ∗. As Figure
6 shows by choosing the optimal communication, we obtain
a faster convergence rate. In Figure 6, in order to reach ±.2
error, we need 40 iterations using Laplacian matrix and 15
iterations using matrix A∗.

VII. CONCLUSION

We considered a multi agent optimization problem where
a network of agents collectively solves a global optimization
problem with the objective function given by the sum of lo-
cally known convex functions. In Algorithm 1, we proposed a
fully distributed broadcast-based Alternating Direction Method
of Multipliers (ADMM). In Theorems 1 and 2, we showed
that both the objective function values and the feasibility
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Fig. 6: Effect of communication matrix: performance with
Laplacian and matrix A∗ (F (x∗) = 5).

violation converge with rate O( 1
T ), where T is the number

of iterations . We also characterized the effect of network
structure and the choice of communication matrix on the
convergence speed in Theorem 3. Because of its broadcast
nature, the storage requirements of our algorithm are much
more modest compared to the distributed algorithms that
use pairwise communication between agents. Moreover, we
demonstrated the performance of our algorithm for networks
with different structures and different communication matrices
to show the dependence of convergence rate on both network
structure and the choice of communication matrix.
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